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Abstract: Among the entire digital image processing techniques image enhancement is simple and most appealing area. The
main purpose of image enhancement is to bring out detail that is hidden in an image or to increase contrast in a low contrast
image. Improvement in quality of these degraded images can be achieved by using application of enhancement techniques.
Various enhancement schemes are used for enhancing an image which includes gray scale manipulation, filtering and Histogram
equalization. In the different histogram equalization techniques, contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization is one of
the well known image enhancement technique. But with the image enhancement, it can be possible that some noise is added
in the final enhanced image. This image is further denoised with the wavelets denoising technique. This gives the satisfactory
result for the denoising as compare to the denoising with the filters. In subjective parameters, visual quality and in objective
parameters, Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), Mean squared error (MSE) is used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Out of the five senses–sight, hearing, touch, smell and
taste–which humans use to perceive their environment, sight
is the most powerful. Receiving and analyzing images forms
a large part of the routine cerebral activity of human beings
throughout their waking lives. In fact, more than 99% of
the activity of the human brain is involved in processing
images from the visual cortex. A visual image is rich in
information. Confucius said, “A picture is worth a thousand
words.”[1]

Image enhancement is among the simplest and most
appealing areas of digital image processing. Basically, the
idea behind enhancement techniques is to bring out detail
that is obscured, or simply to highlight certain features of
interest in an image. A familiar example of enhancement is
shown in Figure 1 in which when we increase the contrast
of an image and filter it to remove the noise “it looks better.”
It is important to keep in mind that enhancement is a very
subjective area of image processing.

Figure 1: Image Enhancement

Adaptive histogram equalization is an extension to the
traditional HE. It provides the solution for a problem of
display devices to depict the full dynamic intensity range
in some images (medical). Unlike HE, which operates on
the entire image, it operates on the small regions (tiles) of
the image. In this method, there is enhancement of the tiles
rather than full image. So, there is no so much difference
between the input histogram and output histogram.
The neighboring tiles are than combined by using bilinear
interpolation in order to remove artificially induced
boundaries. Here for enhance the image Contrast-
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
method is used which is worked on the enhancement of
the tiles of the image [5].

But with the enhancement of the image some noise is
added in the final enhanced image. This is denoised with
the help of the wavelets denoising technique.

2. PRESENT WORK

Out of the various histogram equalization technique for the
image enhancement CLAHE method is used.

Algorithm Steps: As shown in Figure 2 the algorithm
step for CLAHE is [7].

1. In the first step, obtain all the inputs such as image,
number of the regions in row and columns
direction, clip limit for contrast limiting(normally
from 0 to 1), number of bins for the histograms
that used in building the image transfer
function(dynamic range).
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2. In second step, determine the clip limit if it is
necessary, from the normalized value and than pad
the image before splitting it into tiles.

3. In third step, taking a single tile from the image
and make a histogram of this by using specified
no. of bins. Clip the histogram by using clip limit
and creating a mapping (transfer function) for this
region.

4. In the last step, taking the cluster of four
neighboring transfer function (mapping) and
overlap these mapping tiles. Then extract a single
pixel and apply for mappings for that pixel and
obtain output pixel; repeat this cycle over the entire
image.

2.1. Wavelets Denoising

A wavelet-based method is introduced for removing
structured noise (e.g., impulsive spikes or unwanted
harmonic components) from image. For this type of noise,
the time- and frequency-localization capabilities of wavelets
provide better noise detection and less signal distortion than
direct filtering of data. The procedure is applied to time
series data with impulsive noise and transfer-function data
with multipart interference. Discrete wavelet transform can
be used for easy and fast denoising of a noisy signal. If we
take only a limited number of highest coefficients of the
discrete wavelet transform spectrum, and we perform an
inverse transform (with the same wavelet basis) we can
obtain more or less denoised signal. There are several ways
how to choose the coefficients that will be kept. Here, only
two most simple methods were tried - hard and soft
thresholding[8-10].

2.2. Parameters

2.2.1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

It is the evaluation standard of the reconstructed image
quality, is the most wanted feature [10]. PSNR is measured
in the decibels (dB) and it is given by
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Where the value 255 is the maximum possible value that
can be attained by the image signal. Mean square error is
defined as where M*N is the size of the original image.
Higher the PSNR value betters the reconstructed image [6].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1.0 Contrast of the Girl Image

Figure 2 show the original image and enhanced image with
the CLAHE technique. We can see the difference in the
contrast of the image with this technique.

3.2. PSNR

If we are talking about the peak signal to the noise ratio,
than after the enhancement image have 27.6225 dB PSNR
whereas after denoising the enhanced image with wavelet
denoising the PSNR value for the image is 47.4149 dB. This
result show the presence of noise in the enhanced image
and difference between the PSNR show the better
performance for the denoising.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this Paper, a frame work for denoising the enhanced image
based on prior knowledge on the Histogram Equalization
and wavelet denoising has been presented. For image
enhancement schemes Contrast limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) and for denoising wavelet denoising
algorithm has been implemented and compared. The
Performance of these Methods has been analyzed and a
number of Practical experiments of real time images have
been presented. From the experimental results, it is found
that the enhanced image is denoised with the wavelet
denoising technique.

In future, for the enhancement purpose more images
can be taken from the different application fields so that it
becomes clearer that for which application which particular
technique is better both for Gray Scale Images and color
Images and further denoised with the wavelets denoising
which gives the full information about that image.
Particularly, for color images this technique can be used for
getting the full information about the image. This technique
can also be used in the medical science such as in MRI
images.
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